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AERODYNAMICGS AND BAXJLI~TtCS~

~ .,,.By Eng. Filippo,Burzio,.of,.,the,,AeronquticalLaboratory,j\ Royal Polytechnical Znstitute, Turin.:!1
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There is a tendency to insist on the affinity between ~h~ee

h.j

$
two sciences and =till more an idea of utilizing them together in

a sort of collaboration. These ideas are recent, owing their rise

essentially to the war and to the consequent diffusion of bal3.is-

tical knowledge among technicians.

From a scientific point of view, it is enough .toenunciate

the idea of such a comparison to understand the possibilities op-

ened up. Ballistics is a science hundreds of years old and dur-
‘?

ing its long life it has accumulated a valuable stock of theoret-
L‘

ical and experimental material. This has now to be considered

under a new aspect

which has not much

there was not much

and placed at the disposal of a new science

material of its own because, in former times,

interest in making aerodynamical experiments

and also because the knowledge of aerodynamics:wasmathematical

rather than physical. This theoretical material consists of the

mass of studies for the integration of the differential dluation

of the movement of the projectile which has contributed to the

development of “theintegral calculus and which has found its prac-

,M tical culmination in the Siacci method for determiriingthe trajec-

tory. The experimental material, perhaps still more valuable,

the fruit of old tests and new, is of use to artillery men in al-

most all parts of the world and is summarized in the .c~ur,ve,.- .

of head resistance which gives the values of the so-called func-
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.tioaof resistance, coiresp~ndir.gto

ent Kx for speed values increasing
,_—> ,

the a.erodynamicalGoeffici-

from”100 to over 1200 m/see.

We cannot rate too highly the iuportan&e ofsuch experimental,,
r..
# data in solving physico–mathematical problems relating to the
-,

meohanics of fluids by a Momledge of how the air behaves and of

the disturbances set up in it at different velocities. These

&ata, while revealing the existence of an important critical point

~o~~e~ponding to that of the velocity of sound, about 330 uds,

prove by the sharp variation of the laws of resistance, tiat Xx,

from being approximately constant as is freely assumed in aerody-

namics for a velocity lower than 240 m/’sec., fox a velocity from

!! 240 to 460 m/see., becomes lines, then cubical and then again

linear attaining a rnaxiiiumat about 500 m/see., diminishing ac-

cording to an approximately hyperbolical law at higher velocities.

A,boutthis critical point of resistance, when the speed of the ob-

ject moving in the air attains the speed of formation of disturb-

ances foreseen as occurring in the medium, that is> at the speed

of “sound,we find ourselves at the beginning of other interesting

studies founded also on d;i~,~~ accompanying e~erimental results.

Photography of pzojeatiles on flight has revealed the existe-

nce o,fwaves both in izont of and behind the moving projectile.-

Ksthe so-called Mach waves of condensation and rarefa tion showing

certain relations between acoustical phenomena and phenomena of

resistance. Moreover all ballistic.curves of resistance in the

particular form revealed by firing tests have been recently sub-

jected to tentative interpretations, especially to the theory of
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vortt.ces due to Sommerfeld, which, suppo~ing a law of resistance
- ....

of the aiz simi”lar”to’that of ai electrbti‘whichhas a velocity.I
-. greater than that of light, deduces a theoretical curve similar .,&
}+., to the experimental..cuxve.We are thus dealing with laws which
,,

aerodynamics and perhaps physics in general owe to ballistics.

From a purely theoretical point of view, however, this cannot
suffice, and the fact that aixships and airplanes on the one hand

. . . .
and projectiles on the other are all objects moving in the air,

appears to give a relationship too remote since they are separated

by such great differences of velocity. But the rapid increase of

velocity in the first category is causing such differences to be
‘$

gradually reduced. Some have already attained a speed of 80 m/see.
i -l-/i”f\.

near the ground and flight at high’altitudes will probably in-

crease this figure greatly; this means that we shall soon reach

the velocity of some mortar shells which is lower than 200 m/see.;
/t’4L~4,.!JL,[this establishes the fact that the two categories are contnuous

and are governed by the same laws. This opens up a vast field of

problems and studies in which the collabor~$ion of ballistics and

aerodynamicsltillbe useful, even tech~ically. I wili touch oniy

on two questions which have already been examined.

In”an interesting paper published some months ago, Col. (h.xido-

ni dealt with the problem of the form of optimum penetration,
that

is of least resistance, to be given to the parts of a high speed”

airplane for which low head resistance was of capital importance>

and he riveted his attention on the fact that ballisticians,”ox

rather, constructors of artillery, while at once recognizing the
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suitability of the pointed nose which gives length to the cylin-

CLrical-o-givalform of-theprojectile~ considered the shape of the

t:a.ilof the projectile as of no importance and made it stra~ght~

~nd he asked himself whether this difference of form did not ir.di-

cah a t.we intuition of the variations of aerodyn~ical laws.

Examining the ballistic curve of resistance and interpreting the

fact that, at over 200 m/see., ICX was no longer constant, but

first increased rapidly up to the critical point and then Ciecreas-

ed, Guidoni~ considering that the resistance consisted of two

parts, positive pressure at the nose, negative pressure at the

tail, maintained that the behavior of Kx was in relation to the

importance of the second part, the negative tail pressure, which

decreases gradualiy as the speed increases. Such negative pres-

s~.xcewould reach a constant value2 correspondir~gto absolute vac-

uum> when the particles of air rushing in the wake of the projec-

tiie:at a known velocity of”an order of magnitude of 400 mjsec.

are not able to reach the object itself, which, moving at a great-

er speed, leaves vacuum behind it. One can understand that in

such a case the shape of the tail is of no importance. On the ba-

sis of such considerations and others, which I omit, Guidoni

thought himself justified in concluding that the form of least re-

sistance depended as such on velocity and altitude; but that from,,

200 m/see. this would be reversed, rendering it n~cessary to give

a streamline form to the nose, leaving the tail rounded; tinemaxi-

mum cross sect~on vGillbe displaced to the re~ rather than to”the

fore. Finally, if we design airplane projectiles flying at 400
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mjsec. and upwards, we shall not need to pay any attention to the

shape of the tail.’““Itwill “perhaps-benecessary, howeverj tO

have recourse to a pusher.propelj,erin ordex to avoid enlargement

of the nose’of the fuselage; the struts and tension membexs will

have a triangular section, etc. It will also be necessary to

have other wing sections for it has already been proved-in tests

)

#J>,

L

thatwhen a speed o 200 m sec. is attained, special phenomena~-.,.....

begiii-tb”appear whit w the inefficiency of the present wing

sections. 1

These conclusions, which if confirmed, would be very iWOrt-

ant, if not for the immediate future, at least for a more distant

future of aviation, would be of equal im--ortanceto the artiLlery,

since they would solve the an~ient proble-mof the best form to be

given to projectiles, leaving the tail straight as at present, in-

stead of tapering as was attempted during the last years of the ‘.,

war.

Against’the ideas of Guidoni we have the opinions of Mata

and other

tile is a

but never

ballisticians who hold that in the wake of the projec-

fluid, the pressure of which decreases with velocity

reaches zero. Jacob, in one of his recent works, ad-

duces in cotiirmation

suits, deduoed from a.,

which, for a velocity

of this ~pinion sofilesemi-experimentalre-

study of the photographs ,ofMach waves

of 600 m/see. give a pressure-of 0:6 atmos-

pheres to the air in the wake of the projectile. This, however,

gives the deductions relative to the form of least resistance

and does not weaken the position, and in any case discussion can-



not fail to be fruitful.
m.

‘A “segon~point Which I should like to.deal.with ~S the pa~-.,

titular case of an important problem, and that is, how”aerod~;lam-
,,

ical laws vary with velocity. This brings up also the t’heoretic~

problem which flight at high altitudes is making

actual, Established by laboratory tests carxied~..

=peed, it is”not certain that these laws a~e the

speeds. The first data me possess indica%e just

Kx> considered as constant in aerodynamics, is,

practical and

out at ve2y iuW

same for hi@er ~

the contrary:

on the cofitzary,

shown by the ballistic curve of resistance to vary greatly. &-

other important magnitude of which we knoJ7 nothing from an aerody–
‘~

namical point of view as regards the way it is influenced by ve-
(

locity is the aerodynamioal efficiency c of the lifting surfaces.

The

and

due

question may also be of importance to flight at high altitudes

ballistics gives some indications concerning it which, with

reservations> are perhaps worth considering.

While the attention of ballisticims was formerly usually

turned to the solution of the first problem, the trajectory of the

center of gravity of the projectile, important progress has rec-

entlY ‘Reenmade in the solution of the second problem which i~-

cludes the first, being the study of the movement of the projec-

tile relative to its center of gravity. This problem, which is

really that of the stability of the projectile along the trajec-

tory, is analogous to the problem of the stability of an aii!plane,

and we gath& from the requirements t~’atthe incidence of the axis

to the direction of flight, that is to the tangent to the trajec-

,, , ,,,-,,---- ,,-,— .... . ,-.,-,,,,-, . . . . .. ...—



toxy o.fthe center of gravity must -notbe more than a few degrees,.,
.—. .,

beyond”whi&-the ”rnovernentwill be unsteady even if there,is not

an actual upsetting. As is lcnowm,a projectile is rendered st%A-

%le by the rotary movement imparted to i% hy a suitably rifled

bore. The main object of the second problem is to determine the

value of the ~ncidence of the axis of tineprojectile along the

t~ajectory and this appears’somewhat as the connecting link be-

tween ballistics and aerodynamics, since it takes into account

incidence of the projectile which the first problem assumes to

zero, but which may reach over 10°, that is, of the same order

magnitude as the incidence of the lifting surfaces. The phenome-
.

non studied in the second problem has an important experimental

consequence, since it can be measured and is actually measured in

the construction of ballistic range tables. This phenomenon is

the drift of the projedile, *bat is, its devi-atior.froillthe ini-

tial plane of fire which may reach high values from a few hundred

meters to several kilometers. The theoretical link between the

phenomenon of drift and the data of the second pzoblem is a very

close one, since from the accepted values of the former we can

find, approximately tiie

ues are essential~y twot

ity of the projectile,to

the angles of which, with the axis of the figure, give respective-

ly the thrust of the air and the”velocity. The approximate result

is K=: -i-1.

an

be

of

values of the latter. These latter val-

the distance 1 from the center of grav-

the center of pressure, and the ratio ~~
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For a mean value of the iilcidei~cei, K thus ‘%ariesas the

aerodfitiical efficiency-of the projectile. ,Infhefirst outli-nc~.—

and applications of a method which links up the data of the second

pro~lem with the phenor,enonof drift, 1 llz~:eendeavo~ed to find

what values of K would be satisfaet..pryfor the various types of’

projectiles, at the values of drift given by ballistic range ta-

bles. For velocity warying from 200 to 550 m/&ec.~ I fo~d” that

the mean values of K decreased from 3.5 to 2 and 1.4. “

In a sezies of tests carzied out in the Aeronautical Labora-

tory of the Royal Polytechnical Institute, Turin, I found, for a

velocity of 35 mjsec. , K = 4=5. It was necessary to distinguish

between the influence of the form aridthe influence of the inci-

dence and for that purpose I compared.my results with those of

the G8ttingen Laboratory on streamline shapes witlnoutfins, and

was able to come to the conclusion that, approximately, “other

things being equal, for a velocity of the order of a few dozen

meters, E would vary from 6 to 7 while for a veloczityvarying

between 200 and 550, it would fall to 3.5, 2, and 1.4. Of course,

aerodynamical efficiencywould decrease in the same ratio; tilat

is, we conclude that while IIx increases considerably with the

velocity, ‘Y would increase less. This is the srmlof the indi-

cations given by ballistics. The task of aerodynamics will be to

verify the indications given. This can be done by establishing

high speed wind tunnels in aerodyna,micallaboratories. In tile

Turin wind tunnel is now being built a Venturi tube Of small sec-

tion, diameter 0.80 meters, in which it is hoped to obtain a ve-
.
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looity of at least 80 m/see., when it is inserted in the existing
,..

tube. That is n&’&uch~ ‘“““ “’ ““ ““””” --

America is working along thig line. From the latest

received, tests on projectiles have been carried out in a

news

tunnel

having a speed of 75 m/see. In the small tunnel at,McGook Field

it appears that a velocity of about 200 m/see. will be attained.

With special devices, and with a relative airstream flow obtained

by powerful centrifugal compression, and witlna projectile thrown

into such an airstream by a whirling arm, it may be that we shall

obtain a speed greater than that of sound. Such potent methods

of ballistic-aerodynamical research cannot but lead to great and

rapid progress in the solving of the problems common to both sci-

ences. Seien%ific and technical writings are already directed to=

wards this end, and, unlike the old treatises, new works like

those of Jacob on the resistance of the air, are continually ap-

pearing and proving;the full interdependence of the two sciences

by”their conception bf data, problems, and researches which con-

cern both.

Translated from the Italian by N=A,C.A., Paris Office.


